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1.

Introduction

has shown to be locally twice thicker under the action of

the CJ (see figure 3). However, as shown on figure 4, no
In a lot of industrial applications, especially in
ejectors and propulsive jets, most of the dynamical
behaviour of the system is strongly influenced by the
mixing efficiency in a supersonic jet. This is particularly
the case when dilution of hot propulsive jets is required
for example to reduce infrared signature of a military
aircraft. Many mechanical devices have been used to
increase mixing in free shear flows. Most of these devices
stimulate the activity of longitudinal vortices naturally
occurring in mixing layers'. For instance, the insertion of
small tabs on the splitter plate of a plane mixing layer, or
in the nozzle of a jet, produces large and small-scale
vortical motions-. This results in a strong distortion of the
mean flow and a strong mixing enhancement3 '4' 5.
In order to prepare the development of an active
hyper-mixing method, Davis6 studied a pneumatic device.
A schematic arrangement of this device is shown in
figure 1. It is generally admitted that transverse jets
generate longitudinal vorticity in a crossflow. Several
control jets (CJ) can be used in order to improve the
mixing in the initial part of a supersonic jet. This kind of
device has been proved to be efficient in subsonic flows 6.
The question arises of the behaviour of such control jets
in supersonic flows.

augmentation of the spreading rate has been noticed in
the far field (e.g. one diameter or more downstream the
main jet nozzle). Although the effects of the dynamic
pressure ratio between the CJ and the main jet were
almost understood, the effects of the CI nozzle geometry
were not clear at all. For all these reasons, we intended to
realise some visualisations in the near field of the
interaction between a main supersonic jet and only one
control jet.

figure 2
Longitudinal evolution of the velocity distributionin
cross-sectionsof the manipulatedsupersonicjet
7
(from Collin et al )

.Control jet

figure 3
Main jet nozzie
figure I
General arrangementof the rpneumatic device
(from Davis

A parametric study has been done by Collin et al7 in
order to evaluate the effects of one CJ dynamic pressure
and geometry on the mixing enhancement in the case ofaa
M=1.37 cold jet. Pressure and temperature measurements
in the far field region of the interaction between the CJ
and the main jet revealed a strong distortion of the mixing
layer. This distortion is shown on figure 2 and looks like

Azimuthal distribution of the mixing layer thickness
t
(from Collin et al )

-

7j''
figure 4
Longitudinalevolution of the averaged

the one obtained with tabs. The manipulated mixing layer
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The visualisations obtained for fixed dynamic
pressure ratio and CJ nozzle geometry are described in
§3. These visualisations show a local augmentation of the
spreading rate of the mixing layer. Whereas a strong
intermittent behaviour is detected for the penetration of

2.3.

the CJ in the mixing layer, longitudinal vorticity has been
put forward just downstream the C0. In the §4, we present
some visualisations obtained for 3 different CJ nozzles, in
orde toexpaintheeffcts
f te ct gomery.different

which is short enough to 'freeze' the flow.

2.

Experimental set-up

2.1.

Wind tunnel

The wind tunnel used in this study is the S150 highpressure facility of the C.E.A. T. of Poitiers, France. This
is a M=1,37 supersonic jet surrounded by a subsonic
entrained coflow. Stagnation pressure and temperature
for the main jet are respectively 3bar and 260K. The
coflow velocity and stagnation temperature are 47ms-I
and 290K. The convective Mach number is M,=0.49. The
supersonic jet has the same static pressure than the
subsonic coflow. The nozzle diameter is D=5Omm. The
test section is 500 x 500 mm 2. A 200bar dry air tank
supplies the main jet.

2.2.

Actuators

The CJ is supplied by the same 200bardry air tank as
the main jet and is placed 5nmm downstream and 5mm
bellow the main jet nozzle. The CJ stagnation pressure is
kept constant at 2.Sbar. The picture of figure 5 shows the
test section, with the main jet and the CJ. Three different
CJ nozzles (two rectangular and one circular) are used in
order to understand the effects of the CJ geometry. Their
description is given in table 1.
Type

Shape

(Pm

Lxl

L/I

position

Reel
Rect2

Rectangular
Rectangular

3.7
5

11 X I
9.5x2

11
4.75

* 0

Circ

Circular

Visualisation technique

Visualisations of the flow are obtained with a PIV
system. A laser sheet is realised with a Nd YAG pulsed
laser beam. Pictures are acquired on computer by the use
of a CCD camera. The time of exposure is about 6ns,

Sever ki
ndof v
ositions are rea
s wit
laser sheet and camera positions. Side views arc
easily performed thanks to large windows
in the walls of
the test section. The realisation of end views pictures (i.e.
cross sections of the flow) is much more challenging.
When we intend to have a global point of view of the
cross sections, we install the camera in the diffuser. For
more zoomed images, we have to realise 'pseudo-end'
views from the side of the test section. That is to say that
the camera is not strictly recording cross sections.
Although, the angle between the laser sheet and the cross
section of the tunnel never exceeds 14'.
Three seeding techniques are used: natural seeding,
ethanol droplets and SiO 2 particles. Natural seeding is
obtained by condensation of the surrounding air mixed
with the cold supersonic jet. This technique is used for
cross-sectional views of the mixing layer itself in the far
field region of the interaction. Ethanol droplets and SiO 2
particles are used in the very near field of the interaction.
Side views of the mixing layer in this region are realised
by seeding the boundary layer inside the main jet nozzle
with ethanol droplets. Side and cross-sectional views of
the CJ are done with a CJ seeded with SiO 2 particles.

2.4.

Data analysis

We acquire 200 instantaneous pictures at 101z. Each
picture has 768x484 pixels, coded on 256 greyscale
levels. Very simple homemade algorithms give wellconverged average and rms picture for each run.

*0

o
0

table I
Descriptionsof the controljet nozzles used in the study
(dimensions are given in umm)

Results for one CJ geometry

3.

This part of the study concerns the understanding of
the mechanisms involved in the interaction between one
CJ and the main jet. The CJ used here is type rectl, with
a stagnation pressure of 2.5bar.

3.1.

Structures of the CQ

3.1.1.

Cross-sectional views

The longitudinal aspect of the structures of the CJ is
obtained with a laser sheet almost perpendicular to the
main undisturbed jet. The CJ is seeded with Si0 2
particles. The figure 6 and figure 7 show respectively the
average and the rms pictures obtained for three
downstream positions. We can easily notice that the CJ is
flattened when it reaches the mixing layer. Far
downstream, the CJ is deformed.

Photographyof the $150 test section
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close-up instantaneous views are represented in
figure 10. We can see that we have two kinds of
behaviour: either the CJ penetrates deeply in the mixing
layer, or it is completely stopped when it reaches the
mixing layer.

mC.1

(from lef to right: X1D=O.14, 0.4 and TO)

figure 7
Cross-sectional rms views of ihe structuresof the (I!
(from left to right: XIWD=0,14, 0.4 and T,0)
The figure 8 shows instantaneous pictures obtained in
the cross-sections. These visualisations put forward the
formation of small-scale longitudinal vorticity in the very
first stage of the CJ. The small longitudinal vortices seem
to reconnect themselves downstream. At the last crosssection, we can easily identify a pair of counter rotating
vortices. However, it seems that an intermittent behaviour
destabilise the longitudinal vortices. This behaviour is
analysed thanks to side views visualisations.

tsrantaneousside views of the structures o~f the CJ
Two kinds of phenomenon can explain this
behaviour. First, as the CJ size is quite small, it is
possible that the penetration depends on the presence of a
Kelvin-Helmoltz structure in front of the CJ exit. Indeed,
if the adverse pressure gradient were sufficiently strong
just upstream a Kelvin-Helmoltz rollup, the penetration
of the CJ would decay. On the other hand, when the CJ
nozzle is facing the rear of a Kelvin-Helmoltz roll up, the
penetration is furthered. However, this hypothesis implies
that the Kelvin-Helmoltz rollups generate very strong
pressure fluctuations.
The other hypothesis we can make in order to explain
this intermittent behaviour is based on an intrinsic
instability of the interaction between the CJ and the

Cross-sectionalinstantaneousviews of the CJ
(from left to right: X'D=O. 14, 0.4 and 1O)
3.1.2. Side views
Here, the laser sheet is positioned in the median plan
of the main jet. The CJ is seeded with SiO 2. The figure 9
shows average and rms pictures. The main flow is from
left to right. The trajectory of the CJ looks like the one
obtained with jets in cross flows. However, the curvature
seems to be much more important in the region where the
CJ is impinging the main supersonic jet, and the CJ

annular mixing layer. This instability may be due to the
generation of a high-pressure region just upstream the CJ,
caused by a local downward deviation of the main jet.
When the pressure upstream the CJ is sufficiently strong
(i.e. at least equal to the CJ stagnation pressure), the highpressure zone is convected downstream, stopping the
penetration of the CJ. Unfortunately, we would need
further measurements and simulations in this way to
confirm if the intermittent penetration behaviour is due to
this kind of mechanism.

3.2.

Structures of the manipulated
mixing layer

3.2.1.

Cross-sectional views

spreads downward. The average picture shows also that
the CJ turns into the mixing layer.

Cross-sectional views of the manipulated jet are
realised from the wind tunnel diffuser. The seeding is

The rms side view indicates that the boundaries of the
CJ are turbulent. We can also notice that a part of the CJ
turns upstream, very near the CJ nozzle. This behaviour
is better understood in the analysis of the instantaneous
pictures.

obtained by condensation of the surrounding air when
mixed with the cold main supersonic jet. The figure 11
shows three instantaneous pictures taken at X/D=3, 4.1
and 7.1. These pictures look like the mean flow
measurements obtained previously (see figure 2). The
visual aspect of these structures seems to be almost
steady.

Average (left) and rmm(right1) side vws of thi (7I

1nsrantaneous cross-sectionalviews of the lanipuiated
mixing layer (from left to rights X/D=3, 4.1 and 7.1)
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3.2.2.

Side views

Here, the seeding is realised by the addition of
ethanol droplets inside the boundary layer in the settling
chamber of the main supersonic jet.

unsteady behaviour of the CJ penetration is due to an
intrinsic instability of the interaction between a transverse
jet and a free shear flow.

The figure 12 shows the average and nns pictures
obtained with a 200 pictures data set. The average picture
puts forward the mixing enhancement very near the CJ
exit. The spreading rate can be evaluated with the visual
thickness. A comparison between the upper (unperturbed)
and the lower (manipulated) mixing layer of the figure 12
leads to:
= 1,2
Ax

with Ci

T

fi
eiews
ofthe manipulated mixing layer

Viz
without CJ

The action of the CJ leads to a spreading rate 20%
bigger very near the injection. The mixing layer thickness
is increased just in front of the CJ.
The rms picture reveals a very intermittent
phenomenon occurring just upstream the CJ.

Finally, several remarks can be deduced from the
visualisations obtained with a single CJ. First, side views
of the manipulated mixing layer show an enhancement of
the spreading rate near the injection. Secondly,
instantaneous cross-sectional pictures revealed the
presence of a pair of counter-rotating vortices generated
by the CJ. However, these vortices are not steady at all. A
very intermittent behaviour is detected concerning the
penetration of the CJ inside the mixing layer.
The §4 deals with the effects of the CJ nozzle
geometry in terms of penetration, structures of the
manipulated mixing layer and longitudinal vorticity.

figue
averag~e and ruts side views

]2geometry

of the manipulatedmixing layer
Two examples of instantaneous side views are given
in figure 13. These pictures may indicate a strong
acceleration of the Kelvin-Helmoltz rollups. Indeed,
are more
structures looking like Kelvin-Helmoltz's
distinct under the action of the CL. An approximation of
the Strouhal number can be done with the definition:
St

F .

Uc

=

6.
1

where I is the longitudinal structure spacing.
Taking the height of the structures for & , we obtain
St=0.55. As a comparison, the Strouhal number of the
unperturbed mixing layer is approximately 0.3. However,
this must not mean that the CJ develops the second or the
third sur-harmonic of the mixing layer instability: this
just means that the aspect ratio of the structures of the
mixing layer is completely changed under the action of
the CJ. Indeed, by keeping constant the convective
velocity and the Kelvin-Helmoltz instability frequency,
we just have to increase the thickness to change the

Influence
go er

4.

of the

CJ nozzle

For a fixed CJ stagnation pressure (Pcj=2,5bar),we
tested three kinds of CJ nozzle. The characteristics are
shown in the table 1. We try here to separate the effects
of the shape of the CJ nozzle (rectangular or circular),
and the effects of the length scale (equivalent diameter).
Note that the CJ type rect2 and circ have the same
equivalent diameter, and that the main difference between
the CJ type rectland reet2 is the length of the small side
of the nozzle.

4.1.

CJ penetration

The CJ penetration information is obtained by the
same technique as in §3.1.2. The figure 14 represent the
average pictures obtained for each CJ nozzle. The global
behaviour does not differ from one CJ type to the other:
the CJ average trajectory does not seem to be affected by
the shape or length scale of the nozzle. This may be due
to the very sharp curvature of the CJ trajectory as it
reaches the shear layer.

Strouhal number.
On the right hand of figure 13 we can see a different
behaviour of the CJ penetration. A part of the flow
issuing from the main jet nozzle turns down just upstream
the CJ. This may be caused by the unsteady penetration
of the CJ (see §3.1.2). The fact that a part of the mixing
layer is turned down upstream the CJ may imply that the

Average side viewvfr the c•penetraion
(ftom left to right: CJ type reci, rect2 and tirc)
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The instantaneous pictures shown in figure 15 rise
much interesting results. Although the rectangular CJ
generate both the same kinds of structures, the behaviour
is completely different for the circular CJ. Indeed, the CJ
type circ never completely penetrates the shear layer.
This may be caused by the fact that the longitudinal
length scale of CJ type circ (e.g. the diameter) is far
bigger than the rectangular ones, regarding the theoretical
length of the Kelvin-Helmoltz structures. Taking
LKH,=15mm for the longitudinal structures spacing in
front of the CJ nozzle exit, the longitudinal length scales
of the CJ nozzles are:
Drice =

KH/3

lrertI-LKH

/15

Irect2 =LKH /7
of the structures of
transversal aspect
As a result, the
prducdmehansm.bigger
no same
i the
bythesam
the Jby
mechanism,.nacmn.Teefcs
the CJ is not produced

Finally, the results obtained with the side and crosssectional instantaneous pictures involve an important role
of the CJ nozzle geometry on the structures generated in
the very first stage of the interaction between the CJ and
the free shear layer. The penetration behaviour is also
strongly affected by the longitudinal length scale of the
CI nozzle. The next paragraph deals with the influence of
the CJ geometry on the structures of the manipulated
mixing layer.

mixing layer
The figure 18 represents the average pictures
obtained for the three CJ nozzles. The seeding is realised
with ethanol droplets introduced in the boundary layer
inside the main supersonic jet. The effects of the flow
rate between the CJ and the main jet are obtained
a
comparing the type rectl and rect2. It appears that
re Importatm
te rests a
b igg CJ
CJ flow rate results in a more important mixing
ozesaei
fteC
enhancement. The effects of the CJ nozzle shape is
observed between CJ type rect2 and circ, which have the
same theoretical flow rate. No fundamental effect of the
CJ nozzle shape issues from the average side views of the
manipulated mixing layer.

e
figare I5
Instantaneous side views for ihe three Ci nozzle types
(a. real .- 6: rect2 - c:eirc)

verag side views of the manipulated mixing layer
ieveso
Th
cire)
Ciixtpe reetl, reet2 and
(fr'om left tofigure
right: 198ersnsisataeu
The figure 19 represents instantaneous side views of
the manipulated mixing layer. Both CJ type rectl and

4.2.

Longitudinal vorticity

The effects of the CJ geometry are firstly observed
very near the CJ exit. The figure 16 shows a fundamental
difference between the rectangular and the circular CJ
nozzles. The first structures look like those observed in a
seem to match the
vortices).
They CJurthicknessiv
curved pipe (Dean's
or diameter.r
sizepiofrethe
size of the CJ thickness or diameter.

figure 16
Cross-secuional instantaneous viewsoafthe C.J
at XID Ol4 (fro

lett

iht

etrct7n

rect2 produce well-organised roll-ups in the mixing layer
of the main jet. The distance separating these structures is
not changed between CJ type recti and rect2. However,
as the height of the roll-ups is more important for case
rect2, the Strouhal number is different between CJ type
rectl and rect2.
The picture of figure 19 relative to CJ type circ
reveals a very complex transversal arrangement of the
structures of the mixing layer. I]ere again, the CJ nozzle
geometry is a very important parameter of the size and
the kind of the structures of the manipulated mixing
layer.

i

However, looking far downstream (see figure 17), we
can see that all these structures rearrange themselves to a
vortices.
pair of counter rotating
•E

instantaneous side views a/ the manipulatedmixing layer
(from left 1o right. CJ type ceetl, reet2 and cite)

figureur
Cross-sectional instantaneous views a/the C7
at X/D-O.6 t'om left to right; rect, reet2 and tiw)
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5.

Conclusion

The pneumatic device seems to be a good mixing
enhancement technique for supersonic jets. The spreading
rate of the manipulated case is shown to be
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